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Group
split over
pot ballot
measure
California Growers
Association board votes
to stay neutral for now
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More bloodshed

By GUY KOVNER
THE PRESS DEMOCRAT

SACRAMENTO — The people with the most at stake —
marijuana growers, manufacturers and merchants — found
themselves divided at a public
meeting Thursday over the ballot measure that would legalize
recreational marijuana if California voters approve it in November.
The 17 members of the board
of the California Growers Association present voted unanimously to continue the cannabis trade association’s neutral
position on the Adult Use of
Marijuana Act known as Proposition 64, and resume its discussion July 30.
“The vote is not until November, so we do have time,” said
Casey O’Neill, the board chairman who is a vegetable and
marijuana grower in Laytonville. “I think it’s of utmost importance that the board engage
in a full and robust discussion.”
O’Neill, who wore a green
T-shirt with the words “I am a
farmer” on the front, said in an
interview he is personally undecided over the measure.
“There’s too much of it; it’s
overprescriptive,”
he
said,
though acknowledging it is “a
step forward.”
The board’s decision was
made hastily at the close of a
3 1/2-hour meeting at a downtown Sacramento event center
dominated by comments and
questions about Proposition 64
from an audience of less than
two dozen people. The measure,
championed by Lt. Gov. Gavin
Newsom, backed by two billionaires and endorsed by a host
of officials and organizations,
would allow people 21 and over
to possess an ounce of marijuana and grow up to six plants at
home for personal use. Smoking
or ingesting marijuana would
be illegal in any public place.
Much of the $2.5 million donated to the AUMA campaign
comes from Napster founder
Sean Parker and an organization with ties to investor-activist George Soros.
Hezekiah Allen, the 646-member association’s executive diTURN TO POT » PAGE A9
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Dallas police respond after shots are fired Thursday at a Black Lives Matter rally in downtown Dallas.

DALLAS » Snipers open fire on
officers during protest, killing 4,
injuring 7; 3 suspects in custody

MINNEAPOLIS » President
Obama reacts in horror to video
showing man killed by police
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DALLAS — Snipers opened fire on police
officers in Dallas on Thursday night, killing four officers and injuring seven others
during protests over two recent fatal police
shootings of black men, police said.
Dallas Police Chief David Brown told
reporters the snipers fired “ambush style”
upon the officers. Mayor Mike Rawlings
said one member of the public was wounded in the gunfire.
Brown said early this morning that three
people were in custody, and that a fourth
person was exchanging fire with authorities in a downtown parking garage. He said
authorities were attempting to negotiate
with the suspect, who was not cooperating
and has said he intends to hurt more law
enforcement officials.
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Diamond Reynolds, the girlfriend of Philando
Castile of St. Paul, who was shot to death, is
consoled by a minister Thursday outside the
governor’s residence in St. Paul, Minn.
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State universities snubbing in-staters
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ST. PAUL, Minn. — President Barack
Obama, reacting with the same horror
as many Americans to a grisly video of a
bloody, dying man in Minnesota who was
shot by the police, begged the nation to
confront the racial disparities in law enforcement while acknowledging the dangers that officers face.
“When incidents like this occur, there’s
a big chunk of our citizenry that feels as if,
because of the color of their skin, they are
not being treated the same, and that hurts,
and that should trouble all of us,” Obama
said in an emotional statement Thursday
after arriving in Warsaw, Poland, for a
NATO summit. “This is not just a black
issue, not just a Hispanic issue. This is an

Jay Michael Jr., a UC Davis alumnus, said his son was
rejected by several in-state public schools.

under

SACRAMENTO — Over three generations, the Michael family forged a deep
bond with the University of California,
dating back nearly 50 years to when Jay
Dee Michael Sr. was the university system’s vice president and chief lobbyist.
Family members proudly displayed
degrees from the campuses in Los Angeles, Davis, Berkeley and Santa Barba-
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ra. And when Michael died last year, his
family asked that memorial donations
go to a UC Davis institute.
Recently, though, the relationship has
soured, a victim of the economic forces
buffeting public universities.
Jay Dee Michael Jr. said he might never feel the same again after his son was
rejected from several UC campuses.
“I have blue and gold running through
my blood,” Michael told a state Assembly hearing here in March. “But I can
tell you that when I get calls now from
UC Davis, as an alum, I’m not giving a
dime.”
A state audit in March reinforced what
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